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Bio (Interest/Expertise):

I am a postdoc working with Dr. Matt Olson at the Department Biological Sciences. I got my Doctoral degree from the University of Florida in 2017 and I joined TTU in Jan 2018. I currently work on the evolution of sex chromosomes and sexual dimorphism in plants. My work experience is mainly in bioinformatics including genomics and evolution.

Department: Biological Sciences

Phone#: 352.327.0101

Email: g.feng@ttu.edu
Yuan Jin, Assistant Professor

Interest/Expertise:
I recently graduated from the University of Connecticut as a Ph.D. in Operations and Information Management. My research interests include online two-sided platforms, crowdsourcing, knowledge management, online communities, electronic commerce, and the economics of information systems.

Department: Rawls College of Business
(ISQS Area)

Phone#: 806.834.3265

Email: yuan.jin@ttu.edu
Liang (Roy) Huang, Programmer Analyst

Interest/Expertise:

• Software developing
• Cooking

Department: IT Division
Phone#: 806.834.3199
Email: liang.huang@ttu.edu
Huanhuan (Joy) Wang, Assistant Professor

Interest/Expertise:

- School-based mental health.
- High-achieving high school students
- Adolescent peer relations
- Parent-child interaction therapy
- Running and Cooking

Department: Educational Psychology & Leadership

Phone#: 806.834.4624

Email: joy.wang@ttu.edu
Ting Lin, Assistant Professor

Research Interest:

- Earthquake engineering
- Climate change
- Infrastructure resilience
- Multi-hazard sustainability (HazSus)
- Calligrapher, Soprano, Marathoner

Department: Civil, Environmental & Construction Engineering

Phone#: 806.834.5327

Email: ting.lin@ttu.edu
Xiaomei Shu, Postdoc

Interest/Expertise:
I’m experienced in molecular and genetics in plant-microbe interactions. I’m currently working on transcriptome changes in E. coli induced by chemicals on non-host tomato.

Department: Plant & Soil Science
Phone#: 806.787.4846
Email: xiaomei.shu@ttu.edu
ChunMei Wang, Assistant Professor

**Interest/Expertise:**
- Numerical Partial Differential Equations
- Finite Element Methods and Super-Convergence
- Weak Galerkin Finite Element Methods
- Inverse and Imaging Problems
- Nonlinear Optimization
- High Performance Computing and Domain Decomposition

**Department:** Mathematics & Statistics

**Phone #:** 806.834.7655

**Email:** chunmei.wang@ttu.edu
Min Wang, Associate Professor

Interest/Expertise:

- Bayesian Statistics
- Applied Statistics
- Statistical Consulting
- Statistical Modeling
- High-dimensional Inference

Department: Mathematics & Statistics

Phone#: 806.834.2692

Email: min.wang@ttu.edu
YiSha Xiang, Assistant Professor

Interests/Expertise:

• Reliability analysis
• Maintenance Optimization
• Operations Research

Department: Industrial, Manufacturing and Systems Engineering

Phone#: 806.834.7794

Email: yisha.xiang@ttu.edu
LingLing Xie, Staff Auditor

Interest/Expertise:

• Financial Planning
• Baking/Cooking
• Photographing

Department: Office of Audit Services
Phone#: 806.834.3868
Email: lingling.xie@ttu.edu